FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RVE Is the Newest GISCI Endorsing Employer

Des Plaines, IL (October 26, 2022)

The GISCI is pleased to announce Remington & Vernick Engineers (RVE) as a GISCI Endorsing Employer. RVE is one of the oldest consulting firms in the country and has grown to more than 450 employees located in a network of multiple offices throughout the Middle and South Atlantic regions of the United States. RVE’s GIS professionals use the latest digital drafting and design tools available, including but not limited to, Esri’s ArcGIS, AutoCAD, and Bentley’s MicroStation software. RVE offers GIS map hosting services using the Esri ArcGIS Server Platform. As professionals in providing GIS and Cartography services to their clients, their firm relies on the high-level expertise of GIS Analysts and Specialists. Their GIS professionals are routinely called on to prepare essential maps and GIS deliverables to meet their client requirements. They generate 3D perspectives and graphics using Autodesk’s AutoCAD 3D Max and Civil 3D software. RVE works with clients to provide the accurate GIS technology they demand for precise mapping, information management, work orders and analysis. Their surveying, mapping, engineering, planning, and consulting experts work closely with clients to ensure their GIS meets expectations and objectives, is completed on time, is accurate within agreed-upon limitations, stays within budget and remains current.

Here is what RVE Employees had to say about the GISCI Endorsing Employer Designation:

“As Director of RVE’s GIS department, I am honored that we have been recognized by the GISCI as an Endorsing Employer. Our professional staff is committed to advancing the practice of GIS and to embracing the principles of the GIS Code of Ethics and Rules of Conduct.”

- Kevin R. Zelinsky, GISP CMS, GIS/CAD Manager

“RVE provides our clients with innovative services in numerous engineering and related disciplines. GIS is a critical component of what we offer, and we encourage our professionals to become certified and pursue
ongoing education to grow and maintain their skills. We thank GISCI for recognizing us as an Endorsing Employer.”

- Leonard A. Faiola, PE, President

The GIS Certification Institute (GISCI) has created the GISCI Endorsing Employer Designation Program to help increase the value of GISP Certification for our primary stakeholders, and to help facilitate the growth of the GISP Program within the geospatial community. The GISCI will grant the GISCI Endorsing Employer Designation to organizations that meet the criteria established by the GISCI as supportive of GIS Professionals and the GISP Certification process by way of internal activities, programs, and policies. The designation is not only a commitment to GISP Certification for staff, but also to upholding the ideals of the GIS Certification Institute.

The GISCI Endorsing Employer Designation is available to all organizations (public, private/commercial) with exception of GISCI member organizations. Organizations seeking the designation must submit a formal application listing the criteria met as verified by the organization’s HR representative. A review committee will evaluate each application and if the organization meets the criteria, the committee will forward the application to the GISCI Board of Directors for approval. Each approved GISCI Endorsing Employer will last for three (3) years, provide the organization with permission to display their organization logo on our website and provide permission to display the GISCI Endorsing Employer designation on their website. There is no cost to obtain this designation. A list of GISCI Endorsing Organizations can be found on the GISCI website at: https://www.gisci.org/Employers/GISCI-Endorsing-Employer/GISCI-Endorsing-Organizations

About GISCI The GIS Certification Institute (GISCI) is a non-profit organization that promotes the advancement of proficient GIS professionals through its international GISP® (Certified GIS Professional) certification program. The Institute fosters rigorous professional and ethical standards, community engagement, and professional mentoring within the GIS industry. GISCI’s member organizations include the American Association of Geographers (AAG), National States Geographic Information Council (NSGIC), University Consortium for Geographic Information Science (UCGIS), and the Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA).

More information about the GISCI is available at www.gisci.org and https://www.rve.com
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